Compensatory mutations in NS3 and NS5A proteins enhance the virus production capability of hepatitis C reporter virus.
In this study, an infectious HCV monocistronic reporter virus was constructed by inserting an EGFP gene into the C-terminus of NS5A in the JFH-1 genome. A robust adaptive mutant, which could produce infectious virions as robustly as the JFH-1 wild type in Huh7.5.1 cells, was subsequently isolated by monitoring EGFP fluorescence. Full genomic sequencing revealed five amino acid substitutions, three located in the helicase domain of NS3 and two positioned in the C-terminus of NS5A. Reverse genetics studies suggested that the NS3 and NS5A mutations acted synergistically to enhance virus production capability possibly by accelerating the virion assembly efficiency but did not affect the replication competence of the adaptive reporter virus. Further analysis revealed that the M260K and T462I substitutions in NS3 and NS5A, respectively, were the key mutations. These adaptive mutations were also effective in the context of the JFH-1 genome.